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Crab Survey Guide
Examples of other types

What kind of crab is it?
(If you can’t tell, refer to as ‘? ’ and give a number
then submit numbered photos with your record)

Edible Crab (Cancer pagurus)
(pie crust edge, rust colour)

Common Shore Crab (Carcinus maenus)
(Many different colours!) ‘W’ shaped edge

Velvet swimming crab (Necora puber)
(red eyes, flattened legs and fur)

2:

Male or a female? To find out turn it over and
look at its tail. If it is wide, with a feathery
edge, it’s a female (It may even be carrying
eggs!). If it is a narrow and smooth around the
edges it’s a male.

Crab Undersides

5 ‘teeth’
4 ‘teeth’
Chinese mitten crab (Eriochier sinensis)
(Furry claws)

Legs not flattened
like paddles

Narrow Tail

Wide Tail

3 ‘teeth’

Note: The species matching this description found in the
Mediterranean will likely be Carcinus aestuarii. which has longer and
smoother edges between the eyes.
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Male

Grapsid Crab
(eyes wide apart, stout legs
Use key to identify)

What size is it? use the circles on the other side of this sheet to decide
the smallest circle that would completely cover the crab’s carapace
(shell). Alternatively use a ruler to measure the width at the widest
point of the carapace.
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Record other interesting
observations and complete all
fields on the form: Is it soft? does
it have eggs? Is it damaged? What
colour is it?

Note: Sacculina carcini is an internal parasite of
swimming crabs, characterised by a cream-brownish
fleshy sac (externa), which should not be mistaken
with the eggs of a female.

Remember:

Female

Crabs are living animals. Treat them with respect. Handle with care
to avoid injury to the crab and yourself. Use different buckets to
keep large and small crabs separate. Return to the sea as soon as
you have recorded your catch.
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Crab Measuring Circle
Use if you don’t have a ruler

>16 CM

14-16 CM
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What size is it? using the circles decide the
smallest circle that would completely cover the
crab’s carapace (shell). Not including the legs.
This is the size to record.

12-14 CM
10-12 CM

8-10 CM
6-8 CM
4-6 CM
2-4 CM
<2CM

If the outer circle doesn’t fit over the crab’s shell
it is larger than16 cm across. Either write ‘>16cm’
or measure with a ruler

